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ABSTRACT
The paper presents results of theoretical and experimental
investigations into performance of technological complex platform
"Prirazlomnaya" – moored tanker in broken/managed ice conditions.
The theoretical approach is based on numerical simulation of
interaction of various objects – icegoing ships, fixed and moored
offshore structures – with broken ice using discrete element model
(DEM). The presented model describes dynamic behaviour of a tanker
moored to a fixed offshore structure of "Prirazlomnaya" type. On basis
of analysis of hydrometeorological data in Pechora Sea scenarios of
action of external forces (ice, wind, current) on the system platform–
tanker are considered. Peculiarities of dynamic behaviour of the ship
due to ice drift direction change under action of wind and current have
been studied. The paper contains description of model tests on
interaction of the technological complex with ice that were performed
in the Ice Basin of KSRI, St.Petersburg. Both numerical and physical
simulations of the system behaviour under external force action were
performed taking into account real values of the mooring hawser
stiffness.
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INTRODUCTION
Sea area of Western Arctic region including Barents, Pechora and Kara
Seas is one of most promising areas for expected reserves of
hydrocarbons, and its role in development of fuel and energy industry
at home, in Europe and in the world is significant. In shallow water part
of Pechora Sea there is one of the richest hydrocarbon fields –
Prirazlomoye oil field (Fig. 1).
Marine ice-resistant stationary platform “Prirazlomnaya” is designed
and built for development of this field. It is supposed to be located in
Pechora Sea at 55 km from the shore. The platform is a square caisson
in plan view, the size along waterline is about 110×110 m, edges are
sloping (Fig. 2). Sea depth in place of “Prirazlomnaya” location is
19.2 m.
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Oil is supposed to be transported from the platform all the year round
with special-purpose shuttle ice class tankers equipped with bow
receiving device. The ships are being built in Admiralteyskie Verfi
Shipyard according to design developed by Aker Finnyards.
Main dimensions and characteristics of tankers:
Greatest length
258.75 m
Length between perpendiculars
236.03 m
Width
34.0 m
Board height
21.0 m
Design draft
14.0 m
Water displacement
92000 t
Deadweight at design draft of 14.0 m is about 70000 t
Year round oil transportation from the field means that near the
platform, including ice period, tanker maneuvering near the platform,
mooring and platform-tanker oil pumping the operations will be held.
This paper does not consider the issues of tanker approaching the
platform and its mooring. Ice-breakers of ice management are supposed
to be used for these operations.
During oil off-loading moored tanker shall be located in the wake of the
platform in ice period. Significant width of platform along waterline
enables making quite wide channel of clear water behind it. This, in its
turn, produces favorable conditions for safe oil off-loading from
platform to tanker when ice drifts in one direction. When direction of
ice drift changes under the action of moving ice cover the channel gets
deformed, its edges come closer to each other, the hull of tanker
moored near the platform starts to counteract directly with ice. Here,
there is probability of dangerous scenarios, these are: exceeding of
allowable loads on the mooring system due to ice counteraction with
tanker, going of tanker at the platform.
Analytical and experimental investigations in Krylov Shipbuilding
Research Institute have shown that scenario of ice drift direction
change, when moored tanker was in the channel behind the platform in
level ice is unallowable in terms of oil off-loading operation safety.
Loads on tanker hull when it turns under the action of level floe ice

